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RaphaelJS: Graphics and Visualization on the WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Create beautiful, interactive images on the Web with RaphaëlJS, the JavaScript library that lets you draw Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) right in the browser. With this concise guide, you’ll quickly learn how to paint the screen with shapes and colors that you can turn into lively, animated graphics and visualizations.
...
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Apache KafkaPackt Publishing, 2013

	Set up Apache Kafka clusters and develop custom message producers and consumers using practical, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Write custom producers and consumers with message partition techniques
	
		Integrate Kafka with Apache Hadoop and Storm for use cases such as processing streaming...
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Building 3D Models with modo 701Packt Publishing, 2013

	Learn the art of next generation 3D content creation with step-by-step instructions from a real-world pro


	Overview

	
		Make a 3D model using your imagination
	
		Use tricks of the light to express the mood of your scene
	
		Learn how to get photo-real images out of your 3D software

...
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Oracle Database Transactions and Locking RevealedApress, 2014

	Oracle Database Transactions and Locking Revealed provides much-needed information for building scalable, high-concurrency applications and deploy them against the Oracle Database. Read this short, 150-page book that is adapted from Expert Oracle Database Architecture to gain a solid and accurate understanding of how locking...
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Complete Guide to OneNoteApress, 2003

	Complete Guide to OneNote is aimed at making users more productive by helping them organize what are today ephemeral and disconnected scraps of personal information gathered prior to the creation of a formal work product.


	This comprehensive reference explains this new category of software and its user paradigm, including...
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Common Sense: Get It, Use It, and Teach It in the WorkplaceApress, 2013

	“He may have an MBA, but he’s got no common sense.” Assessments like that by a boss can stop a career dead in its tracks. Unfortunately, many believe that common sense is a trait you are either born with or you are not. This book dispels that myth. Through the pages of Common Sense: Get It, Use It, and Teach It in...
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Kinect for Windows SDK Programming GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Build motion-sensing applications with Microsoft's Kinect for Windows SDK quickly and easily

	
		Building application using Kinect for Windows SDK.
	
		Covers the Kinect for Windows SDK v1.6.
	
		A practical step-by-step tutorial to make learning easy for a beginner.
	
		A detailed...
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Engineering Long-Lasting Software: An Agile Approach Using SaaS and Cloud Computing, Beta EditionStrawberry Canyon, 2012

	(NOTE: this Beta Edition may contain errors. See http://saasbook.info for details.) A one-semester college course in software engineering focusing on cloud computing, software as a service (SaaS), and Agile development using Extreme Programming (XP). This book is neither a step-by-step tutorial nor a reference book. Instead, our goal is to...
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Mastering VMware vSphere StoragePackt Publishing, 2015

	Monitor and optimize the storage capabilities of your vSphere environment


	About This Book

	
		Design a storage solution for your vSphere environment
	
		Troubleshoot vSphere Storage performance problems
	
		An advanced guide to vSphere Storage performance along with best practices to...
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David Busch's Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D Guide to Digital SLR Photography (David Busch's Digital Photography Guides)Cengage Learning, 2011

	The Rebel T3/1100D is one of the most affordable entry-level cameras Canon has ever introduced. It boasts 12.2 megapixels of resolution, fast automatic focus, and cool features like the real-time preview system called Live View, and standard high definition (1280 x 720 pixel) movie shooting. As the owner of a Rebel T3/1100D, you demand the...
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R Deep Learning EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Harness the ability to build algorithms for unsupervised data using deep learning concepts with R
	
		Master the common problems faced such as overfitting of data, anomalous datasets, image recognition, and performance tuning while building the models
	
		Build models relating to neural...
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Encyclopedia of Electronic Components Volume 1: Resistors, Capacitors, Inductors, Switches, Encoders, Relays, TransistorsMaker Media, Inc, 2012

	
		Want to know how to use an electronic component? This first book of a three-volume set includes key information on electronics parts for your projects—complete with photographs, schematics, and diagrams. You’ll learn what each one does, how it works, why it’s useful, and what variants exist. No matter how much you...
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